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SPORTS CENTER ANNOUNCEMENT 

TOP 40 RESULTS
Per tradition, forty organizations were chosen last week by the student body to 
receive some Benjamins. Unfortunately, this leaves several very deserving groups in 
the dust. Here are some of  the groups that, for better or worse, didn’t make the Top 
40:

AirBoatZ - Conceived when its founder recently re-watched Adam Sandler’s Waterboy, this 
group is dedicated to the idea that Reed should have Kommie airboats for students to use in 
the canyon.

Jai Alai All Nigh’! - You probably haven’t seen these students practicing, seeing as they 
are the only nocturnal Jai Alai team in the Pacific Northwest. They’re really fucking badass, 
though.

Cunnilingus Hernandez - Reed’s other improv team, who lost out to the best improv 
troupe on campus (Fellatio Rodriguez). Speaking of  which, did you know that Fellatio 
Rodriguez has a show this Friday, February 10th, at 9 o’clock in Eliot 314?! Awesome!!!

College Republicans - Comprised of  one highly confused freshman, this group actually 
did get a few (ironic) approvals from funding poll voters.

Lewis and Clark Alliance - LCA is a single-issue advocacy group dedicated to establishing 
friendlier relations between Reedies and Clarkies. 

The Snooker Hall - Sadly, it seems that pool’s larger, more difficult, and ballsier (literally, 
it’s played with more balls) Anglo-Indian cousin lost yet another chance to be the coolest 
early-twentieth century throwback on campus.

The Esperanto House - They remain, as always, completely unintelligible and under 
appreciated =(. 

Students for a Sensible Rug Policy - SSRP is an ad hoc group who pledged to replace the 
nasty crumb magnet / dust bunny factory that we call a rug in Winch.

ARE YOU A HOT WRITER?
Do you think you’re funny?  Do you think you’re 
attractive?  We are looking for both funny writers 
and eye candy for the long meetings, to lighten our 
workload and to restore our sexual drive.  Interested 
writers should submit a 250-500 word sample 
about something funny, while good looking people 
should send a picture and brief  paragraph on what 
body part of  theirs people find most attractive to 
pamphlette@lists.reed.edu by February 12th.  Please 
no submissions about The Pamphlette or members of  
The Pamphlette, unless you are trying to specify who 
you are targeting in your seductions.

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

 As many of  you may know, at the begin-
ning of  this year the Reed women’s soccer team was 
cancelled.  This week women’s rugby was told it 
could not continue.  Given the stunning success and 
overwhelming popularity of  these decisions, The Reed 
College Sports Center has decided that, henceforth, 
all women’s sports have been cancelled.  We know 
some students are upset about this, but we just felt that 
women’s sports were icky and gross and forced women 
to do unladylike things like sweat, get muddy, and wear 
unflattering baggy clothes.  Also, it is a scientific fact 
that because of  the blood flow required by their special 
private lady parts, less oxygen reaches a woman’s brain 
than to a man’s, making it harder for them to think 
clearly.  Exercise, by drawing yet more blood and 
oxygen away from the brain, just makes this problem 
worse.
 Not having women’s sports allows Reed to 
maintain its ‘unique’ and ‘different’ vibe and differentiate 
us from the more typical collegiate experience one might 
get at colleges that obey Title IX rules about gender equity 
in order to get federal funding, inferior institutions such as 
Ivy League schools, every state school, Amherst, Swarth-
more, Pomona, Notre Dame, Duke, Williams, Wesleyan, 
West Point, Gonzaga, Oberlin, Harvey Mudd, Stanford, 
RPI, MIT, Caltech, Vassar, Carnegie Mellon and other 
deplorable institutions. Instead of  lowering ourselves to be 

with these riffraff, our cancelling of  women’s sports has 
put us into an elite peer group of  like-minded institutions.  
Fine institutions like Bob Jones University, Reedwood 
University, and The Swedish Massage Institute.
 I know some of  you may be concerned that 
Reed, being now in violation of  Title IX, may lose federal 
funding.  However, we feel this is a risk we must take.  Title 
IX is an outrageous overstep by the federal government, 
instituted against the will of  the people by the radical left, 
spearheaded by the notoriously liberal Richard Nixon.  As 
Martin Luther King Jr. wrote in his Letter from a Birmingham 
Jail, “One has a moral responsibility to disobey unjust 

laws.”  If  disobeying an unjust law means Reed loses 
federal funding and has to cut back on inessentials such as 
health care for professors, financial aid, and lab sciences, 
then so be it.
 Losing women’s sports will not make it more 
difficult for female students to obtain the necessary P.E. 
credit to graduate.  To fill the void left by women’s sports, 
the sports center is offering a number of  exciting new 
programs.  Women will now be able to receive P.E. credit 
for classes such as crotchet, knitting, advanced knitting, 
watching men’s sports, and home ec.  In this way we feel 
that the college can better prepare female students for an 
exciting life of  being a housewife and satisfying her hus-
band matrimonially, the ambition of  every female student 
choosing to attend Reed College. 
 For those students who feel these new reforms 
do not go far enough, we sympathize with you.  We can 
only say that these things take time and we feel that though 
obviously there is much that remains to be done, this is at 
least a step in the right direction.  We are looking into how 
best to implement further reforms in the future.  Any stu-
dents interested in working with us on introducing a dress 
code that forces female students to wear pantyhose or 
joining the task force charged with examining whether we 
should stop letting women vote in student body elections 
should reach out to us immediately. 
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Male: George Benson
George Benson scored 25 points including a game 
winning 3-pointer with only a few seconds left and also 
added 8 rebounds as Reed Basketball recorded an impor-
tant win against Lewis & Clark.

 

 

Female: Anita Thompson
Anita Thompson found time to bake three delicious 
pies this week, a blueberry pie, an apple pie, and a lemon 
meringue pie.  She also darned her boyfriend’s socks.

MOVIE DRINKING GAMES
- Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Pt. 2: Drink every time you suspect Daniel Radcliffe of  
being drunk or hungover.
- Across the Universe: Drink whenever a character is clearly named after a song that they will 
be singing later.
- New Year’s Eve: Drink every time a star makes a cameo who is clearly only in the film for 
the money.
- Rush Hour 2: Drink every time there is a racial stereotype being portrayed.
- National Treasure: Drink whenever there is a dramatic close-up of  Nicolas Cage’s face
- Sex and the City: Drink every time Miranda is bad at acting straight.
- The Hangover 2: Drink every time the monkey does a cheap trick that would offend PETA.
- Brokeback Mountain: Drink during all the gay sex scenes or drink during all the straight sex 
scenes, depending on which ones appeal to you less.
- Tommy Boy: Drink whenever Chris Farley makes a self-deprecating fat joke.
- Beverly Hills Chihuahua: Drink every time a dog raps.
- Boyz n The Hood: Drink every time you get thrown off  because you only know Ice Cube as 
that family-friendly guy from Are We There Yet?
- White Chicks: Drink every time you feel guilty for laughing at a joke.
- Crossroads: Drink whenever Britney Spears unintentionally foreshadows her own future 
with depictions of  bad decisions in lower-class America.
- Death at a Funeral (2007): Drink every time they make a gay joke.
- Death at a Funeral (2010): Drink every time you realize how much more inappropriate it is 
when Tracy Morgan makes the exact same gay joke.
- Meet the Spartans: Drink every time there is a pop-culture reference that was current then 
but is now wildly out of  date.
- This Christmas: Drink every time there’s a soul train.
- Hotel Rwanda: Drink every time someone dies.
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